
Mystery

* Hamster Holmes, a Mystery* Hamster Holmes, a Mystery
Comes KnockingComes Knocking
by Albin Sadar
Hamster Holmes and his firefly sidekick,
Dr. Watt, search for the culprit knocking
on the door of their friend Corny
O'Squirrel every night and then
disappearing. Level D

* Vampire Zoo Hullabaloo* Vampire Zoo Hullabaloo
by Scooby-Doo
A friend has asked the Mystery Inc. gang
to investigate the old zoo full of ex-circus
animals that he just bought because it
seems to be haunted. Level E

* Nate the Great* Nate the Great
by Marjorie Weinman Sharmat
A young boy who enjoys playing junior
detective is called upon to help a friend find
a missing painting. Level D @

The Amazing Life of AzaleahThe Amazing Life of Azaleah
LaneLane
by Nikki Shannon Smith
Azaleah loved her field trip to the
National Zoo and can't wait to build a
diorama, but first she has to solve the
mystery of her younger sister's favorite
missing stuffed animal. Level E

* Dot & Jabber and the Great* Dot & Jabber and the Great
Acorn MysteryAcorn Mystery
by Ellen Stoll Walsh
Mouse detectives Dot and Jabber
investigate the journey of a mysterious
acorn while Jabber struggles to avoid
eating all the clues. Level C

Who is the Mystery Reader?Who is the Mystery Reader?
by Mo Willems
As Zoom Squirrel and his friends try to
identify the Mystery Reader, they learn
about books, how they are written, and
how to read--while sharing a-corny jokes.
Level C
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* Bones and the Math Test* Bones and the Math Test
MysteryMystery
by David A. Adler
Detective Jeffrey Bones hates taking
math tests. When his test paper goes
missing he must make a choice: retake
the test or find the missing
paper. Level C

* The Mystery of the* The Mystery of the
Dinosaur BonesDinosaur Bones
by David A. Adler
Cam Jansen--noted for her
photographic memory--and her friend
Eric search for dinosaur bones missing
from the natural history museum,
Level E @

* Wallace and Grace take the* Wallace and Grace take the
CaseCase
by Heather Alexander
Wallace and Grace meet a rabbit who is
sure he saw a ghost! But the clues lead
them in a different direction.
Something is spooking the garden...can
Wallace and Grace solve this
case? Level D

* Inspector Flytrap* Inspector Flytrap
by Tom Angleberger
Hoping to become the greatest
detective, Inspector Flytrap, a Venus
Flytrap, and his assistant, Nina the
Goat, investigate "big deal" mysteries at
an art museum, a cookie shop, and a
garden. Level D @

* The Dinosaur that* The Dinosaur that
DisappearedDisappeared
by Steven Brezenoff
James "Gum" Shoo and his friends
discover that a dinosaur model and
some chickens have both gone
missing--and they set out to discover
who is behind the theft. Level E
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*The Buddy Files : the Case of*The Buddy Files : the Case of
the Lost Boythe Lost Boy
by Dori Hillestad Butler
While searching for his lost human
family, Buddy the dog is adopted by
another family and solves the mystery of
his new family's missing boy Connor.
Level E @

* Rory Branagan, Detective* Rory Branagan, Detective
by Andrew Clover
Rory Branagan teams up with his
neighbor and his canine sidekick to
investigate his dad's disappearance
seven years before, but first gets caught
up in neighborhood mysteries. Level E

* King & Kayla and the Case* King & Kayla and the Case
of the Missing Dog Treatsof the Missing Dog Treats
by Dori Hillestad Butler
When the peanut butter treats Kayla
has made go missing, the elimination
of her own dog, King, as a suspect
reveals the presence of a possible
intruder in the house. Level D @

* The Video Game Bandit* The Video Game Bandit
by Franklin W Dixon
When Bayport Elementary organizes a
raffle for an end-of-year trip, Frank and
Joe track down a thief who has stolen
the event's top prize. Level E @

* The case of the Missing* The case of the Missing
HippoHippo
by Laura James
Flamingo detective Fabio and his giraffe
associate, Gilbert, investigate when a
singing hippo disappears during
auditions for a talent show to save the
failing Hotel Royale. Level E

* Movie Madness* Movie Madness
by Carolyn Keene
Nancy, Bess and George help search for
a stolen prop that must be found or else
the director will move the
production. Level E

* The Fenway Foul-Up* The Fenway Foul-Up
by David A. Kelly
Cousins Mike and Kate are at Boston's
Fenway Park when the Red Sox's star
hitter discovers that his lucky baseball bat
has been stolen. Level E @

* The Mysterious Moonstone* The Mysterious Moonstone
by Eric Luper
When a friend disappears inside the
pages of magical books, Cleo and Evan
go undercover to track down clues about
a stolen diamond and the missing key
that will help them escape. Level E

* Hero Dog!* Hero Dog!
by Hilde Lysiak
When cupcakes and a pie are stolen in a
series of break-ins on Orange Street,
9-year-old crime reporter Hilde Lysiak
teams up with her sister Izzy to catch the
thief. Level D

* The Case of the Stinky Socks* The Case of the Stinky Socks
by Lewis B. Montgomery
Detectives-in-training Milo and Jazz join
forces to tackle their first big case:
finding out who stole the lucky socks
from the high school baseball team's
star pitcher. Level E @

* The Mystery of the Gold Coin* The Mystery of the Gold Coin
by Harper Paris
Learning that they must move, twins
Ethan and Ella receive farewell gifts from
their grandfather, including a lucky gold
coin that goes missing the morning of
their departure. Level D @

* The Case From Outer Space* The Case From Outer Space
by James Preller
Second-grade detectives Jigsaw, Mila, and
their friends follow clues found in a Little
Free Library suggesting that aliens are
coming to Earth. Level D

* The Absent Author* The Absent Author
by Ron Roy
Dink Duncan and his two friends
investigate the apparent kidnapping of
famous mystery author Wallis Wallace.
Level E @
Also check out the Calendar Mysteries and
Capitol Mysteries series.
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